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bstract

The Longest-Edge (LE) trisection of a triangle is obtained by joining the two points which divide the longest edge in three with the
pposite vertex. If LE-trisection is iteratively applied to an initial triangle, then the maximum diameter of the resulting triangles is
etween two sharpened decreasing functions. This paper mathematically answers the question of how fast the diameters of a triangle
esh tend to zero as repeated trisection is performed, and completes the previous empirical studies presented in the MASCOT 2010
eeting (Perdomo et al., 2010).
2014 IMACS. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Mesh refinement has been a constant area of research in applied mathematics and engineering applications
5,13,19,28]. For example, the longest-edge bisection guarantees the construction of high-quality triangulations
1,8,20,24–26]. The finite element method requires good-quality meshes (triangulations of surfaces) for the numerical
lgorithms to run. Although the requirements for meshes largely depend on the algorithm, the sharp angle conditions

eem to be a common feature of particular importance in this context. See for example [23] for the introduction to the
ubject and [21] for the state of art.

More specifically, the objective is to construct a sequence of nested conforming meshes that are adapted to a given
riterion. Nested sequences of triangles where each element in the sequence is a child of the parent triangle of the same
equence are of substantial interest in many areas, such as Finite Element Multigrid Methods, Image Multiresolutions,
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Fig. 1. Two steps in trisection by the longest edge. The conformity of the hanging nodes (in black) is assured by the local longest-edge trisection.

and others. In this sense, the generation of robust, reliable local mesh refinements for the production of meshes for
finite element or finite difference methods is a significant area of study, together with the geometric and topological
properties of the triangle or tetrahedral partitions [3,5,15,19,28].

Some of the properties of these longest-edge bisection based partitions and algorithms have already been indicated
in the literature [14,18]. Two critical numerical indicators to guarantee quality meshes in FEM are minimum angle
and the longest edge of triangles. For example, Rosenberg and Stenger [20] showed the non-degeneracy property for
LE-bisection: if α0 is the minimum angle of an initial given triangle, and αn is the minimum interior angle in new
triangles considered at iteration n, then αn ≥ α0/2.

It is already well established that the assumption of regularity over the meshes [3], i.e., the bounded ratio between
the outer and inner diameters, leads to the convergence of standard finite element methods. As a consequence of the
convergence of the diameters to zero, the bisection method has been proven to be useful in FEM for approximating
solutions of differential equations [20,24,25].

Therefore, the problem of convergence of the triangulations generated by these methods is of interest and sig-
nificance. The problem of convergence is one of how fast the diameters of the resulting triangles tend to zero as a
repeated partition is performed. Kearfott in [6] proved the convergence of the diameters for the longest-edge bisection,
showing that every two iterations of the longest-edge bisection method, the maximum lengths are reduced at least by

a factor of
√

3/2. This yields to the bound δ2n ≤ δ0(
√

3
2 )

n
where δn is the diameter of the mesh after n iterations of the

longest-edge bisection. Afterwards, Stynes [24,25] and Adler [1] independently improved these bounds. They showed

that δ2n ≤
√

3
2n δ0 and δ2n+1 ≤ 1

2n δ0. It is interesting to note that these bounds cannot be improved as they hold for the
case of the equilateral triangle.

Meanwhile, as all this previous background knowledge is well established in the case of the LE-bisection, proving
it thus to be a highly robust and reliable method in practice, little evidence has been given with respect to the variant
method of LE-trisection. An example of LE-trisection is shown in Fig. 1.

Partitions and local refinement algorithms are related [19]. For example, a local refinement has recently been
proposed, based on LE-trisection [15]. Fig. 2 shows a typical refined mesh as obtained by this algorithm. Also the
seven-triangle longest edge partition is related to the LE-trisection [9,16].

It has also been proved [11,14] that αn ≥ α0/c, with c = π/3
arctan(

√
3/11)

, where, as was previously detailed, αn is the

minimum interior angle in the new triangles considered at iteration n, and α0 the minimum angle of the initial given
triangle.

Take a triangle with a longest edge length δ0. The subdivision based on the trisection of the longest edge can be
applied again to the newly generated triangles. Let δ1 be the maximum length of the newly produced triangles. The
repeated application of the partition generates an unstructured mesh of triangles. It can easily be seen that δn, when n
extends to a level of refinement n, constitutes a decreasing sequence.

We have recently given numerical studies in [12] which corroborate the convergence of the longest-edge trisection.
We studied 10 trisection iterations for 40 triangles with the aforementioned characteristics. The empirical results show

the fidelity of the upper and lower bounds presented above, Fig. 3. In the figure, Kearfott-like bound δ2n ≤ δ0(
√

7
3 )

n
is

graphed. This bound may be obtained following a similar reasoning to [6] applied to the LE-trisection. The details for
this bound are not given here. Notice that, Kearfott-like bound is not very accurate.

In this paper, we give accurate upper and lower bounds for the convergence speed in terms of diameter reduction.
We then establish the rate of convergence for LE-trisection thereby filling the gap in the analysis of the diameter

convergence for the LE-trisection of triangles. We answer the question: how fast do the diameters of a triangle mesh
tend to zero after repeated trisection? We prove that the longest edge in the given meshes is bounded sharply on the
upper limit. It is mathematically demonstrated that the upper bound is attained when an equilateral triangle is trisected.
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Fig. 2. Local refinement inside region (0.4, 0.4) – (0.6, 0.6). The final mesh has 2238 points and 4434 triangles.
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ig. 3. Evolution of the ratio between the maximum LE after ten iterated trisections, and upper and lower bounds for 40 different initial triangles.

e also prove that for a general initial triangle with longest edge δ0, if δn is the maximum diameter in nth iteration,
hen δ2n ≥ 1

3n δ0 and δ2n+1 ≥ 1
2·3n δ0 for n ≥ 0.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a scheme for normalizing triangles. This
ormalized region has also been used in the literature [2,17]. In Section 3, we present a hyperbolic geometry that will
e used later. The main result of the paper is proved in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the proof of a lower bound
f the diameters. Finally, a summarized version of some of the conclusions is given.

. Introduction to triangle normalization

A method used in the literature of triangle mesh refinement is to normalize triangles [2,17]. The normalization

rocess consists in applying several possible isometries and dilations to a triangle, matching its longest side with the
egment whose endpoints are (0, 0) and (1, 0), and leaving its lower side to the left. Similar triangles are characterized
y a unique complex number z in the normalized region, Σ = {0 < x ≤ 1/2, y > 0, (x − 1) 2 + y2 ≤ 1}.
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Fig. 4. Complex functions wL, wM (z) and wR(z) in the trisection of a triangle given by point z.

Remember that the LE-trisection of a triangle is obtained by joining two equally spaced points on the longest edge
of the triangle to the opposite vertex. Three new triangles are generated: the left (L), middle (M) and right (R) (on
account of their positions) triangles. See Fig. 4.

The normalization of the left triangle L gives a complex number wL(z). In the same way the normalization of
the middle triangle M gives a complex number wM(z) and the normalization of the right triangle R gives a complex
number wR(z). Note that, the normalization process depends on which edge in each sub-triangle is the longest one.
Fig. 4 shows how the normalization of the three subtriangles produced by the longest-edge trisection defines complex
variable functions wL, wM(z) and wR(z). In each sub-triangle, the longest edge is marked by LE and the opposite
vertex is coloured. In this way, for an initial triangle with associated complex number z, we obtain three complex
numbers wL(z), wM(z) and wR(z), corresponding to the final position of the opposite vertex to the longest edge of
each sub-triangle, after they have been normalized.

The normalization process of the left, middle, and right triangles generated by the LE-trisection depends on the
lengths of the sides of the initial triangle and their relative positions. Therefore, for each one of the functions wL(z),
wM(z) and wR(z), there are zones in the normalized region where that function has a unique expression. The expressions
of the piecewise functions wL(z), wM(z) and wR(z), are given in Figs. 5 and 6, where the boundaries between zones
with different expressions are labelled.

By way of example, we reproduce the derivation of function wR(z) for z in the normalized region with |z − 2
3 | ≥ 1

3 .
See Fig. 7. The longest edge of the right triangle (triangle in grey in Fig. 7(a)) joins point (1, 0) to the affix of the

complex number z and the shortest edge is the horizontal segment of length 1

3 . We translate through vector (−1, 0)
as in Fig. 7(b) and then the triangle is rotated so that the longest edge is over the real axis, see Fig. 7(c). Finally, the
longest edge is normalized to 1 through a dilation of rate 1

|z−1| as depicted in Fig. 7(d).
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Fig. 5. Piecewise definition of complex function wL.

Fig. 6. Piecewise definition of complex functions wM (left) and wR (right).
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m

Fig. 7. Example of geometric transformations to obtain function wR(z).

. Introduction to hyperbolic distance

We use the results of hyperbolic geometry and particularly the Poincare half-plane model [4,22,27] in this paper. The

ircumferences and straight lines appearing in wL, wM and wR definitions are orthogonal to y = 0, and are geodesics
n the Poincare half-plane. The expressions that appear in wL, wM and wR are isometries in the half-plane hyperbolic

odel since they have the form m(z) = az+b
cz+d

or m̄(z) = m(z̄) = a(−−z)+b
c(−−z)+d

with real coefficients verifying a d − b c > 0.
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As it is known functions of the form m (z) are called Möbius transformations, while those of the form m̄(z) are named
anti-Möbius transformations [7].

The functions wL, wM and wR are symmetrical to the circumferences (or the straight line) which appear on the

boundary of two neighbouring zones of the normalized region. For example, the circumference (x − 2
3 )

2 + y2 = 1
9

appears in the definition of wR (Fig. 5). The inversion with respect to this circumference is expressed by inv(z) = 2−z−1
3−z−2 .

Expressions of wR are w
(1)
R (z) = 3−z−2

3−z−3 and w
(2)
R (z) = −1

3z−3 , and each one can be obtained by the composition of the

inversion of with respect to the circumference with the other. That is w
(1)
R (inv(z)) = w

(2)
R (z), and w

(2)
R (inv(z)) = w

(1)
R (z).

Here, for convenience, we give some results for hyperbolic distance. If z1 and z2 are complex numbers with Im z1 > 0
and Im z2 > 0, then the hyperbolic distance d between z1 and z2 is defined by the formula

cosh d(z1, z2) = 1 + |z1 − z2|2
2 Im z1 Im z2

(1)

and if z1 and z2 have the same real parts, then

d(z1, z2) = | ln(
Im z1

Im z2
)|. (2)

The following property asserts that the three functions wL, wM and wR do not increase the distance between points in
the normalized region or space of triangles.

Lemma 1. (Non-Increasing Property) Let W be any of the functions wL, wM and wR . For any z1 and z2 in the
normalized region,

d(W(z1), W(z2)) ≤ d(z1, z2), (3)

where d (· , ·) denotes the hyperbolic distance on the half-plane.

Proof. If z1 and z2 are in a region with the same definition of W, then d (z1, z2) = d (W (z1) , W (z2)), because W is
an isometry on the half-plane hyperbolic model. Let us now suppose that z1 and z2 are not in a region with the same
definition of W. We have two possibilities:

(1) z1 and z2 are in two regions with a common boundary. There exists z′
1 in the region of z2 with W(z1) = W(z′

1) due
to the symmetry of W with respect to the boundary. Let γ be the geodesic line that joins z1 and z2. γ intersects the
boundary at a point, say z∗. Then d (z1, z2) = d (z1, z∗) + d (z∗, z2) because the three points are in the same geodesic.
d(z1, z

∗) = d(z′
1, z

∗), since z1 and z′
1 are symmetrical points with respect to the boundary containing z∗. Therefore,

by the triangular inequality,

d(z1, z2) = d(z1, z
∗) + d(z∗, z2) = d(z′

1, z
∗) + d(z∗, z2) > d(z′

1, z2).

Thus d(W(z1), W(z2)) = d(W(z′
1), W(z2)) = d(z′

1, z2) < d(z1, z2).
(2) z1 and z2 are in different regions without a common boundary. We may apply the previous process to bring both

z1 and z2 into the same region. �

4. Proof of the upper bound
First, we study the case of the equilateral triangle. The theoretical interest of this case lies in giving the upper bound
of the convergence rate for any other triangle. Let δn be the diameter of the triangle mesh after n iterated applications
of the LE-trisection of an initial equilateral triangle with longest edge δ0. We seek to obtain the values of δn.
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To set up our result, we use an invariant defined for the classes of similar triangles, introduced by Stynes [25] and
dler [1]. For an arbitrary triangle Δ, Φ (Δ) is the ratio between the area of Δ and the square of its longest edge,
(Δ) = area (Δ)/δ2. Let z be the complex number associated to the triangle Δ. We obtain Φ(Δ) = 1

2 Im z. It follows that:

δ =
√

area(Δ)

Φ(Δ)
=

√
2 · area(Δ)

Im z
. (4)

ote that, all the triangles in the nth iteration for the equilateral triangle have areas equal to 1
3n

√
3

4 δ2
0. Then the maximum

ength will be given for the longest side of the triangle whose value z has the lowest imaginary part in that iteration.

The first values may be obtained computationally: we have δ1 = δ0, δ2 =
√

7
3 δ0, δ3 =

√
31
9 δ0 and finally δ4 = 1

3δ0.

From the fifth iteration we obtain the complex number 29
62 + 3

√
3

62 i. And then, for n ≥ 5:

δn =
√√√√2 1

3n

√
3

4 δ2
0

3
√

3
62

=
√

31

3(n+1)/2 δ0. (5)

ow, we prove our main theorem. Before, however, we need the concepts of closed set for trisection given by the
ollowing definition.

efinition 2. A region Ω is called a closed region for trisection if for all z ∈ Ω, wL(z), wM(z) and wR(z) are in Ω

oo. These regions will also be called closed regions.

or a point z in the normalized region Σ, the set of points obtained by any composition of functions wL(z), wM(z) and
R(z) to any previous images, will be called orbit of z and it will represented by Γ z. This definition may be expressed
athematically as follows.

efinition 3. For a point z ∈ Σ, we define Γ (0)
z = {z} and

Γ (n+1)
z = wL(Γ (n)

z ) ∪ wM(Γ (n)
z ) ∪ wR(Γ (n)

z ).

hen, the orbit of z is the set
⋃

n≥0Γ
(n)
z .

For example if ω1 = 1
3 +

√
2

3 i, then Γω1 = {ω1, ω2, ω3}, where ω2 = 1
3 +

√
2

6 i, and ω3 = 4
9 +

√
2

9 i. As a matter of
act, Γω1 is a finite orbit and this fact will play an important role in the proofs presented in this paper. In fact, Γω1 is
he only finite orbit for the longest-edge trisection [10].

From the definition, it follows that the orbit of a point Γ z is a closed region. However, outside the orbits there are
ther closed sets.

roposition 4. Let z be a complex number in the normalized region Σ . Let Ω be the intersection with Σ of the union
f the hyperbolic circles with centres in Γ z and with the same radius r . Then Ω is a closed set for the LE-trisection.

roof. Let ω be in Ω. By definition of orbit, there exists a z′ in Γ z such that d (ω, z′) ≤ r. If W is any of the functions
L(z), wM(z) and wR(z), by the non-increasing property of Lemma 1, then d (W (ω) , W (z′)) ≤ r. Hence, W (ω) ∈ Ω

ecause W (z′) ∈ Γ z. �

or example, the union of the three circles C1, C2, and C3 with respective hyperbolic centres ω1, ω2, and ω3 and equal
adius r = ln

√
2 is a closed set for the previous Proposition. See Fig. 8.
heorem 5. Let Δ0 be a triangle, not necessarily equilateral, with longest edge δ0, and let Δn be any triangle

enerated in the n-th iteration of the LE-trisection. If δn denotes the longest edge of Δn, then δn ≤
√

31
3(n+1)/2 δ0.
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Fig. 8. (a) Circles C1, C2, and C3 with respective hyperbolic centres ω1, ω2, and ω3 (points in white) and with radius ln
√

2. (b) Points in the orbit

of zeq = 1
2 +

√
3

2 i which are outside the circles C1, C2, and C3.

Proof. Let z0 be the associated complex number to Δ0, and zn the associated complex to Δn. Then,

Φ(Δ0) = area(Δ0)

δ2
0

= Im z0

2
,

Φ(Δn) = area(Δn)

δ2
n

= Im zn

2
,

and area(Δn) = 1
3n area(Δ0). Therefore, the statement of the theorem is equivalent to Im z0

Im zn
≤ 31

3 .

We proceed by covering the normalized region with closed sub-regions, where the quotient Im z0
Im zn

is bounded by a
value less than or equal to the desired one.

First we consider the closed region given by the union of the three hyperbolic circles C1, C2 and C3 with equal
radius r = ln

√
2 as in Fig. 8. If z0 is a complex number inside one of these circles, C1, C2 or C3, then Im z0

Im zn
≤ 6 because

every complex z in the union of these circles verifies that 1
9 ≤ Im z ≤ 2

3 .
Effectively, the top point zT of circle C1 with centre ω1 verifies

ln
√

2 = ln(
Im zT

Im ω1
) = ln(

Im zT√
2/3

),

since Re zT = Re ω1 = 1
3 and d(z1, z2) = | ln( Im z1

Im z2
)|, for z1 and z2 with the same real parts. Therefore Im zT = 2

3 .
Similarly, for the bottom point zB of C3 with centre ω3, it holds that

ln
√

2 = ln(
Im ω3

Im zB

) = ln(

√
2/9

Im zB

),

and then Im zB = 1
9 .

1
√

3
Let Γ eq be the sub-set of points of the orbit of 2 + 2 i outside the circles C1, C2 and C3 (white dots in Fig. 9). Let
us consider the union of C1, C2, C3 and the hyperbolic circles of radius ln

√
3 with centres in Γ eq and let Ω1 be the

intersection of this union with the normalized region. See Fig. 9. Region Ω1 is closed for trisection by Proposition 4.
If z0 is in Ω1, then Im z0

Im zn
≤ 31

3 . Effectively, we consider two cases:
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ig. 9. Region Ω1 in grey, hyperbolic circumferences C1, C2 and C3 in dotted lines, and hyperbolic circumferences with radius ln 3 and centres
n Γ eq, white dots.

CASE I: let z0 be in Ω1 with 0 < Im z0 ≤ 27
62 , in grey in Fig. 10. The lowest imaginary part in Σ is given by the

ottom point, zB, of the hyperbolic circumference with centre 29
62 + 3

√
3

62 i and radius ln
√

3. Recall that for z1 and z2 with

he same real parts, d(z1, z2) = | ln( Im z1
Im z2

)|. Then, the hyperbolic distance from zB to the centre is ln( 3
√

3/62
Im zB

) = ln
√

3,

nd therefore Im zB = 3
62 . It follows that the bound Im z0

Im zn
≤ 27/62

3/62 = 9 < 31
3 . �

CASE II: now let Ω2 ⊂ Ω1 be comprised of the circles C1, C2 and C3 and the regions, tangent cones between two
angent geodesics to these circles from points in Γ eq. See Fig. 11. If Ω2 is a closed region then Im z0

Im zn
≤ 31

3 , because

he maximum and the minimum imaginary parts are
√

3
2 and 3

√
3

62 , respectively. It only remains to prove that Ω2 is a
losed region.

The union of C1, C2 and C3 is a closed region. We only have to see that the image of every tangent cone by wL,
M or wR is included in Ω2. We can distinguish three cases:
1) the restriction to a tangent cone of wL, wM or wR is a unique Möbius or anti-Möbius function and the image of the
base point of the tangent cone is in Γ eq. In this case, the image of the tangent cone is also a tangent cone. This is

Fig. 10. Region of Ω1 with Im z ≤ 27
62 . The bottom point zB is labelled.
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Fig. 11. Region Ω2 (in grey) comprised of circles C1, C2 and C3 and the zones between two tangent geodesics to these circles from points in Γ eq.

because Möbius maps transform circumferences within circumferences, and preserve the angles, incidences and
tangencies;

(2) the only function for which the restriction to a tangent cone has two different expressions is wL. That is, the tangent
cone overlaps the boundary of two zones with different expressions for wL. This only happens for the two tangent

cones with respective base points 5
26 + 3

√
3

26 i and 1
14 + 3

√
3

14 i. See Fig. 12 where these points are in black, and also
the boundary lines of the piecewise definition of function wL are bold lines.

First, we study the cone with base point 5
26 + 3

√
3

26 i. By the symmetry of wL with respect to the boundary curve
x2 + y2 = 1

9 , the image of this tangent cone is included within the images of two other tangent cones and the circle C2,

which are in Ω for the previous proposal. The image of the point 5
26 + 3

√
3

26 i by wL is highlighted in black in Fig. 13.

Second, we consider the tangent cone with base point 1
14 + 3

√
3

14 i. We use that the region in which wL(z) = 1
3−z

is

a closed region for wL. See Fig. 14(b). By the symmetry of wL with respect to the boundary line x = 1
6 , the image of

this tangent cone is included within the image of this invariant region which is in Ω2. See Fig. 14(a).
(3) It may also occur that the image of the base point is in C1, C2 or C3. This occurs for function wM and the tangent

cones with base points 1
14 + 3

√
3

14 i, 5
26 + 3

√
3

26 i or 29
62 + 3

√
3

62 i. The images of these three points are 25
62 + 9

√
3

62 i which

Fig. 12. Points with tangent cones where function wL has two different expressions, in black. Bold lines are the boundary lines in the piecewise
definition of wL.
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Fig. 13. The image by wL of the tangent cone with base point 5
26 + 3

√
3

26 i is included within the images of two other tangent cones and the circle

C2. The image of the point 5 + 3
√

3 i by wL is highlighted in black.

h
z

c

a

c

w

o

26 26

is inside C2. Since the restriction of wM to these tangent cones is a conformal map, then the images are tangent

cones to C1 with base point 25
62 + 9

√
3

62 i. In any case the images are in Ω2. See Fig. 15.

Finally, we have to study the lowest part of the normalized region not included in Ω1. The points of Γ eq are in the

yperbolic circumferences of radius ln(
√

2+√
6

2 ) with centres in 1
3 +

√
2

3 i, 1
3 +

√
2

6 i and 4
9 +

√
2

9 i. Let Ω3 now be the
one in the normalized region below these circumferences. See Fig. 16.

We will show that if z0 ∈ Ω3, then Im z0
Im zn

< 5 < 31
3 . Effectively, the straight line y = mx through the origin cuts the

ircumference (x − 1) 2 + y2 = 1 at point 2
m2+1

+ 2m
m2+1

i. For m ≥ √
3, this point is on the arc of the normalized region,

nd for m ≥ 3
√

3 this point is in Ω3. The hyperbolic distance d of this intersection to the centre of the hyperbolic

ircumference C1, w1 = 1
3 +

√
2

3 i, verifies cosh d = m2+9
4
√

2m
≥ 1. The union of the three hyperbolic circles with centres

1 = 1
3 +

√
2

3 i, w2 = 1
3 +

√
2

6 i and w3 = 4
9 +

√
2

9 i, of radius d is a closed region. Let z0 be the top point in the boundary
f this union of circles (see Fig. 16) inside the normalized region. In the worst case, Im z0 = 2m

m2+1
and Im zn is equal to
Fig. 14. (a) The image by wL of the tangent cone with base point 1
14 + 3

√
3

14 i is included in Ω2, (b) sub-region where wL(z) = 1
3−z

.
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Fig. 15. The tangent cones with base points 1
14 + 3

√
3

14 i, 5
26 + 3

√
3

26 i and 29
62 + 3

√
3

62 i translate through function wM to the tangent cone to C1 with

base point 25
62 + 9

√
3

62 i.

√ √

Fig. 16. Region Ω3 (in grey) is the zone in normalized region below the hyperbolic circumferences with centres in ω1 = 1

3 + 2
3 i, ω2 = 1

3 + 2
6 i

and ω3 = 4
9 +

√
2

9 i and radius ln(
√

2+√
6

2 ).

the lowest ordinates of the circumference with its centre at w3 = 4
9 +

√
2

9 i and radius d. Since zn and w3 have the same

real parts, then d = d(zn, w3) = ln(
√

2/9
Im zn

) and then Im zn =
√

2
9 e−d . Therefore, since m ≥ 3

√
3, we conclude that

Im z0

Im zn

≤ 9

4

m2 + 9 + √
m4 − 14m2 + 81

m2 + 1
≤ 27(

√
3 + 3)

28
< 5 <

31

3
.

This completes the proof. �

5. Proof of the lower bound
Proposition 6. Let Δ0 be a triangle with longest edge δ0 . Let Δn be any triangle generated in the iteration n with
longest edge δn . Then δ2n ≥ 1

3n δ0 and δ2n+1 ≥ 1
2·3n δ0 for n ≥ 0.
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roof. Let z0 be the associated complex number to triangle Δ0, and let zn be the associated complex number to

n. Remember that δn =
√

2·area(Δn)
Im zn

. To prove that δ2n ≥ 1
3n δ0 and δ2n+1 ≥ 1

2·3n δ0 is equivalent to proving that

here are z2n and z2n+1 with Im z0
Im z2n

≥ 1 and Im z0
Im z2n+1

≥ 3
4 for any n ≥ 0. However, it is true that Im z

Im wR(z) ≥ 3
4 for every

in the normalized region. Moreover, Im z

Im w2
R

(z)
≥ 1 for every z in the normalized region too. Indeed, if w = az+b

cz+d
or

= a(−−z)+b
c(−−z)+d

with ad − bc > 0, then

Im z

Im w
= c2

|ad − bc| [(x − d

c
)
2

+ y2].

few computations allow us to check these bounds for wR and w2
R. To this purpose, we should consider that for

in the normalized region is wR(z) = 3z̄−2
3z̄−3 if |z − 2

3 | ≤ 1
3 ; and wR(z) = −1

3z−3 if |z − 2
3 | ≥ 1

3 . Let the assertion be

rue for n − 1. Then there are z2n−2 and z2n−1 with Im z0
Im z2n−2

≥ 1 and Im z0
Im z2n−1

≥ 3
4 . Therefore, we get z2n = w2

R(z2n−2)

nd z2n+1 = w2
R(z2n−1) with Im z0

Im z2n
= Im z0

Im z2n−2
· Im z2n−2

Im z2n
≥ 1 and Im z0

Im z2n+1
= Im z0

Im z2n−1
· Im z2n−1

Im z2n+1
≥ 3

4 . The proposition is
roved by induction. �

. Conclusions

In this paper, we have used hyperbolic geometry to prove sharpened bounds for the diameters of the triangles
enerated by the longest-edge trisection. We then delimit the rate of convergence for this refinement method. This
aper is a detailed and rigorous response to the question of how fast the diameters of a triangle mesh tend to zero after
epeated trisection is performed, as previously carried out for the longest-edge bisection by Stynes, Adler and Kearfott.
he mathematical proofs given here complete previous empirical studies and show that the longest-edge trisection is
robust method for the problem of triangle mesh refinement.
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